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The English Concert  

Harry Bicket director, harpsichord  

 Nadja Zwiener violin I 

Miki Takahashi violin I 

Thérèse Timoney violin I  

Anna Curzon violin II 

Kinga Ujszázsi violin II 

Sara Deborah Struntz violin II 

Alfonso Leal del Ojo viola 

Louise Hogan viola 

Jonathan Byers violoncello 

Samuel Ng violoncello 

Alexander Jones double bass 

Clara Espinosa Encinas oboe 

Sarah Humphreys oboe, recorder 

Katrin Lazar bassoon, recorder 

Sergio Bucheli theorbo 

Tom Foster harpsichord 

Ailish Tynan soprano (as Clori) 

Joélle Harvey soprano (as Tirsi) 

Iestyn Davies countertenor (as Fileno) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

George Frideric Handel  (1685-1759)    Clori, Tirsi e Fileno HWV96 (1707) 

The edition of Clori, Tirsi e Fileno used in this performance is 

published by Bärenreiter-Verlag, Kassel. 
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Speri l’amante cor: the cantata’s hopeful heart 

The cantata emerged in the late 16th Century, at 

around the same time as opera. At its inception it was 

relatively brief and simple, but by the later 17th 

Century it usually took the form of recitative–aria–

recitative–aria – just long enough to allow the semi-

dramatic exposition of a single character’s emotional 

turmoil. Like opera, the demand for verisimilitude 

(truth to life or nature) meant that the cantata needed 

some justification for having characters converse or 

soliloquise in song. For both, the answer was to focus 

on emotional catharsis, featuring intensely dramatic 

stories or events. But while opera gravitated towards 

complex mythological or historical narratives, the 

cantata emphasised briefer scenes of pastoral love. 

(Both myth and the pastoral represented idealised 

societies, where people could be imagined to 

converse in song.) 

While the cantata flourished in the late-17th to mid-

18th centuries, being by far the most common form of 

vocal chamber music of the period and particularly 

associated with aristocratic courts, it has subsequently 

been overshadowed by its operatic cousin. This is true 

even for such a figure as Handel, whose cantatas have 

received little scholarly attention. No doubt this is 

partly due to circumstance. The cantata was the only 

genre Handel never published, perhaps because they 

are almost entirely the product of his early Italian 

period, from 1706-10, before he moved to Hanover and 

on to London. Because public record of their 

performance is lacking, little was known about when or 

why Handel’s 80+ cantatas were written until 50 years 

ago, when it was discovered that many of these pieces 

were composed for Roman patrons. This, in itself, is 

unsurprising: Rome was the centre of cantata creation 

throughout this period simply because opera was 

frequently banned in the Papal state, and so Rome’s 

many princely households cultivated the cantata as an 

alternative dramatic platform. During the period 1706-

10, the young Handel relied particularly on aristocratic 

support, from the Medici court to the Roman 

aristocracy – cardinals Benedetto Pamphili, Carlo 

Colonna, and (probably) Pietro Ottoboni, and the 

Marchese (later Prince) Ruspoli – and then the 

Hanoverian elector. After his 1710 arrival in London, 

too, Handel initially relied on the generosity of patrons. 

Only in 1723 did Handel move into the house in Brook 

Street that was to be his home for the rest of his life – 

and essentially stop composing these courtly 

domestic pieces. In the case of Clori, Tirsi e Fileno, we 

know that it was written for Marchese Ruspoli in 1707, 

because there is a copyist's bill for the work, but there 

is no record of a performance. Indeed, until 1960 the 

work was only known from a fragmentary manuscript 

copy held in the British Library; in that year, however, a 

complete version was discovered in Münster, and it is 

this version which has been the basis for subsequent 

performances. 

Clori, Tirsi e Fileno treads a fine line between cantata 

and opera structurally, but takes a more comic line 

than was typical for the latter. It offers a simple 

pastoral narrative for three characters: the fickle Clori 

toys with her two lovers, Tirsi and Fileno, who go 

through all the permutations of desire, hope and 

despair before they eventually abandon her when they 

discover her duplicity. The pastoral nature of the work 

permeates the musical design, from Clori’s first aria 

‘Va col canto lusingando’, which deploys the analogy 

of the nightingale, to Fileno’s ‘Come la rondinella 

dall’Egitto’ (the final solo aria), which uses the 

sparrow’s migration to signal his faithful heart. But 

there is more to the writing than the preordained 

pastoral style of the cantata. We do not know for whom 

Handel wrote the parts, but Tirsi seems to have a more 

forceful, virtuosic persona, as seen, for example, in his 

aria di furore, ‘Tra le fere la fera più cruda’. Fileno’s 

gentler demeanour seems to be indicated in musical 

style and accompanying instruments; for example, 

‘Povera fedeltà’ features an obbligato cello, while 

‘Come la rondinella’ is accompanied by solo lute. This 

stylistic contrast is also present in the central two 

duets, as at the end of the first part, Fileno and Clori 

express their gentle love for each other in 

consanguinous thirds, immediately followed at the 

beginning of the second part by angry sparring as Tirsi 

confronts Clori, where their musical differences signal 

their emotional distance. Clori covers the gamut of 

style and emotion, as she both threatens and flatters: 

‘Barbaro! Tu non credi’ allows her to display her fiery 

nature in response to Tirsi, while ‘Conosco che mi 

piaci’ and ‘Amo Tirsi’ offer lilting charm. Handel initially 

ended the work with a duet for the disenchanted Tirsi 

and Fileno, in which they repudiate fickle womanhood. 

Tonight's version – probably prepared for wedding 

festivities for which Handel travelled to Naples – has 

Clori reappear for a more generous final trio. 

As with many other of his cantatas, Handel was 

adept at extracting and reusing much of this attractive 

music: the aria ‘Un sospiretto’ appeared both in 

Rodrigo, prepared for Florence that same year, and 

then in the expanded 1732 version of Acis and Galatea, 

in which work he also used ‘Come la rondinella’. More 

circuitously, Handel used the opening music for ‘Amo 

Tirsi’ to new words in Agrippina (1709), as ‘Se vuoi 

pace’, doing the same thing in the 1718 Acis and 
Galatea, when it became ‘As when the dove’, and the 

first two bars of ‘Va col canto lusingando’ became the 

opening of ‘Hush, ye pretty warbling choir’. The central 

two duets reappeared in Handel’s first London opera, 

Rinaldo (1711). Finally, the overture was reused both in 

Handel’s 1720 harpsichord suites (it became the first 

movement of the G minor suite) and in the 1734 

pasticcio opera, Oreste. 
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Translation by Anthony Hicks, printed with kind permission from 
harmonia mundi. 
 

 


